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AB
BOUT M
MARINETT
The MaRINET2 project is the
t
second iteration of the successful EU fund
ded MaRINEET Infrastru
uctures Netw
work,
h of which a
are coordinated and managed by Irrish research
h centre MaR
REI in Univeersity College Cork and avail
both
of th
he Lir Nation
nal Ocean Test Facilitiess.
MaR
RINET2 is a €10.5 millio
on project which
w
includ
des 39 orga
anisations representin g some of the
t top offsshore
rene
ewable enerrgy testing facilities in Europe and
d globally. The projectt depends oon strong in
nternational ties
acro
oss Europe and draws on the exp
pertise and participation of 13 co
ountries. O
Over 80 exp
perts from these
t
distiinguished ce
entres acrosss Europe wiill be descen
nding on Du
ublin for the launch and kick-off me
eeting on the
e 2nd
of February.
The original Ma
aRINET project has bee
en described
d as a “mod
del of succe
ess that dem
monstrates what
w
the EU
U can
achi
hieve in term
ms of collabo
boration and
d sharing kno
nowledge tra
ansnationally
y”. Máire G
Geoghegan-Q
Quinn, Europ
pean
Com
mmissioner ffor Research
h, Innovation
n and Sciencce, Novembe
er 2013
MAR
RINET2 expands on the success of
o its predeecessor with
h an even greater
g
num
mber and va
ariety of tessting
facillities acrosss offshore wind,
w
wave, tidal curre
rent, electriccal and env
vironmental//cross-cuttin
ng sectors. The
project not onlyy aims to provide
p
greater access tto testing in
nfrastructure
es across Euurope, but also
a
is drive
en to
improve the qua
ality of testing internatio
onally throu gh standard
disation of te
esting and st
staff exchang
ge programm
mes.
The MaRINET2 project willl run in para
allel to the MaREI, UCC
C coordinate
ed EU marinnerg-i projecct which aim
ms to
elop a busin
ness plan to put this international n
network of in
nfrastructure
es on the Euuropean Strrategy Forum
m for
deve
Rese
earch Infrasstructures (E
ESFRI) roadm
map.
The project will include at least 5 transs-national acccess calls where
w
applica
ants can subbmit propossals for testin
ng in
ks to the ccall submission system are availabble on the project website
the online porttal. Details of and link
w.marinet2.e
eu
www
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1 Introduction & Background
1.1 Introduction
Oceanflow Energy Limited has developed a novel wind turbine floating foundation solution - Starfloat™ - which
it terms a “multifloat‐spar”. The concept is a mono‐spar supported by a semi-submersible buoyancy collar made
up of three or more individual buoyancy cans. The concept provides a stable platform for a horizontal axis wind
turbine through a combination of “pendular” stability from the centre spar augmented by “metacentric” or
“form” stability from the surface piercing buoyancy cans. The buoyancy cans help raise the overall centre of
buoyancy so that the spar element housing the ballast does not need to have such a deep draught. This allows
the solution to be deployed at shallower water depths than a conventional mono‐spar solution.
Oceanflow has carried out extensive motion analysis of the Starfloat™ multifloat‐spar concept using the
OrcaFlex finite element model time domain analysis package. The OrcaFlex model has been augmented to
include the coupled forces from an active wind turbine so that the total wind, wave and current forces on the
catenary moored body can all influence the platform's motions and excursions. The default option in OrcaFlex is
to use Morison’s equation for determining wave forces. The option exists to improve the accuracy of Morison’s
equation by entering derived values for added mass and damping coefficients or to use response amplitude
operators (RAOs) for the platform. To this end, Oceanflow has built a 1:36th scale model of Starfloat™ in order
to subject it to wind and wave excitations and to obtain actual values of coefficients as well as measured RAOs
through carrying out tests in a controlled environment.

1.2 Development So Far
1.2.1 Stage Gate Progress
Previously completed: 
Planned for this project:

STAGE GATE CRITERIA
Stage 1 – Concept Validation
Linear monochromatic waves to validate or calibrate numerical models of the system (25 – 100
waves)
Finite monochromatic waves to include higher order effects (25 –100 waves)
Hull(s) sea worthiness in real seas (scaled duration at 3 hours)
Restricted degrees of freedom (DoF) if required by the early mathematical models
Provide the empirical hydrodynamic co-efficient associated with the device (for mathematical
modelling tuning)
Investigate physical process governing device response. May not be well defined theoretically or
numerically solvable
Real seaway productivity (scaled duration at 20-30 minutes)
Initially 2-D (flume) test programme
Short crested seas need only be run at this early stage if the devices anticipated performance would
be significantly affected by them
Evidence of the device seaworthiness
Initial indication of the full system load regimes
Stage 2 – Design Validation
Accurately simulated PTO characteristics
Performance in real seaways (long and short crested)
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Status















STAGE GATE CRITERIA
Survival loading and extreme motion behaviour.
Active damping control (may be deferred to Stage 3)
Device design changes and modifications
Mooring arrangements and effects on motion
Data for proposed PTO design and bench testing (Stage 3)
Engineering Design (Prototype), feasibility and costing
Site Review for Stage 3 and Stage 4 deployments
Over topping rates
Stage 3 – Sub-Systems Validation
To investigate physical properties not well scaled & validate performance figures
To employ a realistic/actual PTO and generating system & develop control strategies
To qualify environmental factors (i.e. the device on the environment and vice versa) e.g. marine
growth, corrosion, windage and current drag
To validate electrical supply quality and power electronic requirements.
To quantify survival conditions, mooring behaviour and hull seaworthiness
Manufacturing, deployment, recovery and O&M (component reliability)
Project planning and management, including licensing, certification, insurance etc.
Stage 4 – Solo Device Validation
Hull seaworthiness and survival strategies
Mooring and cable connection issues, including failure modes
PTO performance and reliability
Component and assembly longevity
Electricity supply quality (absorbed/pneumatic power-converted/electrical power)
Application in local wave climate conditions
Project management, manufacturing, deployment, recovery, etc
Service, maintenance and operational experience [O&M]
Accepted EIA
Stage 5 – Multi-Device Demonstration
Economic Feasibility/Profitability
Multiple units performance
Device array interactions
Power supply interaction & quality
Environmental impact issues
Full technical and economic due diligence
Compliance of all operations with existing legal requirements

Status



































1.2.2 Plan For This Access
Access objectives
The objective of this access project was to validate the hydrodynamics of the “multifloat-spar” floating wind
turbine foundation system. This involved carrying out scale model tests on the tethered device when subject to
wind and waves. The test results will be used to validate an integrated numerical model that will allow
exploration of the design space to determine the optimum platform geometry.
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The primary ob
bjective of the tests was
w to undeerstand the coupled motions
m
of thhe Starfloatt floating te
ether
foun
ndation syste
em with acttive turbine.
The secondary objective was to und
derstand th
he influence
e that varyiing the turrbine absorb
bed torque and
therrefore tip speed ratio an
nd drag has on the platfform motions.

Tes
st Set-up
Des
scription off Model and
d Instrume
entation
The model is a 1:36th scale
e version off a Starfloatt™ floating platform designed to suupport a 6M
MW rated ou
utput
horizontal axis tturbine. The
e arrangeme
ent of the mo
odel is show
wn in Figure 1.1.
A.. Rotor
A

B.. Hysteressis brake

B

C.. Anemom
meter
D. Mast
par
E.. Centre sp
F. Buoyanccy cans

H

G. Ballast w
weights
I

C

upply cable
e
H. Power su

D

entation ca
able
I. Instrume
ater pressu
ure
J. Underwa
sensor

F

E

J

G

Figu
ure 1.1: Sta
arfloat 1:36
36th scale model
m
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The key components makin
ng up the test model aree:








Tubular centre sparr (E)
Ballast p
plates bolted
d to the base of the cen
ntre spar (G))
Buoyanccy cans (3 off)
o disposed
d around thee centre spar (F)
Mast (D
D)
Rotor - 1.8m diame
eter (A)
Hysteresis brake with encoder for
f measurin
ng turbine speed
s
of rota
ation (B)
Power ssupply cable for hysteressis brake an
nd encoder signal
s
(I)

The instrumenta
ation fitted to
t the mode
el consists off:






Wind ga
auge measuring speed and
a direction
n (C)
Underw
water pressurre sensor (J)) fitted on ceentre spar below
b
tie strut for Buoyaancy Can C
Qualisyss 3-axis traccker system for recordin g the model’s motions in all six deggrees of free
edom
Combine
ed power an
nd signal cab
ble (I)
Load ce
ells for meassuring mooring tensions in the upwiind mooring lines, each rated for lo
oads up to 1.0kN
(COBB ssupply).

The power supp
ply and signals from the
e instrumenttation and th
he power su
upply to the hysteresis brake
b
are carried
by two
t
cables ((I) and (J). The cabless are supporrted above the
t water le
evel by a latttice structure projecting off
from
m the side o
of the basin. The settin
ng up of thee model in the Cantabrria Coastal aand Ocean Basin (CCOB) is
show
wn in Figure
e 1.2.

Figure 1.2
1 – Set up
p of Starflo
oat™ model
el in CCOB
Des
scription off Mooring System
S
and
d Layout in
n CCOB Tan
nk
The Starfloat m
model is moo
ored by a 3 line catena ry mooring system. The
e anchor pooints were fiixed eyeboltts on
the bottom of tthe tank. Tw
wo differentt mooring co
onfiguration
ns were evalluated as shhown in the Mooring La
ayout
skettch (Figure 1.3). This shows
s
the tw
wo layouts that formed
d part of the trials, nam
mely Moorin
ng Layout 1 and
Moo
oring Layoutt 2, according to the test requiremeents.
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Figure 1.
1.3: Mooring
g Layouts
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Des
scription off Test Basin
n Set-up
The CCOB has w
working bassin dimension
ns of:



Length: 20500mm
Width: 32000mm

The basin is to be set up with
w a water depth of 2.8
8 metres wh
hich equates to a water depth of 100 metres at full
scale.
The wind generrator consistts of a bank of fans locaated in a recctangular du
uct that wass suspended by an overh
head
ganttry crane in front of the
e model as shown
s
in fig
gure 1.4. The distance of
o the fan fro
rom Starfloat’s rotor was set
up to
t obtain re
easonably steady
s
air flow
f
conditio
ons. The wind
w
speed was measuured using a Gill ultrassonic
anem
mometer mounted on the
t
mast off the model (see Figure
e 1.1), whic
ch was checcked against a rotating
g cup
anem
mometer su
upplied by the test facillity. The rottor blade wa
as parked when
w
the wiind speed was
w measure
ed in
orde
er to avoid b
blade interfe
erence affectts.

Figure
e 1.4 – Wind
d fan bank
k suspended
ed in front of
o Starfloat
at model

2 Outlin
ne of Work
W
Carried
C
d Out
2.1
1 Setup
Figu
ure 1.3 show
ws the layou
ut of the de
evice and itss moorings in the test basin. The llocation and
d attitude off the
wind
d generatorr fan duct relative
r
to the
t
model iis also show
wn in Figurres 1.3. Thee distance of
o the fan from
Starrfloat’s rotorr was adjuste
ed in order to
t obtain reaasonably ste
eady air flow
w conditionss.
The rotor fitted
d to Starfloa
at was sized in order to
o give an eq
quivalent dra
ag force to that of a fu
ull scale roto
or of
154m diameter exposed to
o a rated wind speed off 11m/s delivering 6MW
W rated outpput. A 154m
m diameter rotor
operating in 11
1m/s wind speed
s
would
d generate an axial dra
ag force of 1.24MN. Att 1:36th sca
ale using Fro
oude
scaling laws thiss equates to
o a 4.3m dia
ameter rotorr in 1.83m/ss wind speed
d generatingg an axial drrag force of 26N.
The same drag
g force can be generate
ed by a sm
maller rotor of
o only 1.8m
m diameter operated in
n a higher wind
th
spee
ed of 4.3m/ss and this was
w the optio
on selected ffor the 1:36 scale testss.
In the survival condition of 50m/s win
nd speed th
he full scale rotor would
d have its bblades pitched for minim
mum
drag
g with the ro
otor parked. This is expected to gen
nerate an ax
xial drag of 1.71MN at ffull scale wh
hich is equiva
alent
to a drag force
e of 37N at model scale
e. The 1.8m
m diameter rotor
r
fitted to
t the 1:36tth scale Starrfloat™ mod
del is
expe
ected to exp
perience thiis same drag force wheen free spin
nning (unbra
aked) in 5.33m/s wind speed.
s
Howe
ever,
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with
h the full sca
ale device at
a sea the wind
w
acts no
ot just on th
he rotor butt also on thhe turbine to
ower and above
wate
erline superrstructure. With
W
the model the wiind bank accts only on the rotor aand to com
mpensate forr the
additional drag the surviva
al tests were
e carried ou
ut at a wind
d speed of 6.25m/s
6
in oorder to gen
nerate the scale
s
equivalent wind
d heeling moment
m
induced by th
he combined
d drag of the
t
rotor, ttower and above
a
wate
erline
structure.
Table 2.1 defin
nes the testts that were
e carried ou
ut and the specified wave
w
and w
wind conditio
ons. In orde
er to
simp
ntal complexities, underwater curreent was nott included in
plify the tessts and avoid
d too many environmen
n the
enviironment ma
ake-up. The
e wave paddles generateed long cressted waves, i.e. unidirecctional wave sets.
Figu
ure 2.1 show
ws the Starflloat™ mode
el in the bas in subjected
d to wind an
nd waves wiith the turbine rotating. The
fully
y immersed orange mid
dwater buoy
ys that form
m part of the mooring line
l
make-uup can be clearly seen. The
pow
wer and instrrumentation cables goin
ng back to th
he side of th
he basin are
e supported by a horizontal pole so that
they
y remain slacck and don’tt influence the
t motions of the floatiing device.

Fig
igure 2.1: Starfloat
S
m
model expo
osed to win
nd and wavves
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Test

1
2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9

Description

Wave
Height
(Full Scale)

Wave
Period
(Full Scale)

Wave characteristics

Zero

None

Hs = 2.0m

Not
applicable
Not
applicable
6.0s – 27.0s
in 3s steps
Tz = 4.22s

Motions and mooring loads
Survival condition
All-aligned environment
Heave, pitch, roll and yaw decay
test – moored device
Motions and mooring loads
Average operating condition
Non-aligned environment

Hs = 13.0m

Tz = 10.75s

Zero
Hs = 2.0m

Not
applicable
Tz = 4.22s

Motions and mooring loads
Survival condition
Non-aligned environment
First order motion RAOs

Hs = 13.0m

Tz = 10.75s

4m

6.0s – 27.0s
in 3s steps

Tests to calibrate turbine
hysteresis brake
Heave, pitch, roll and yaw decay
test – free floating and moored
First order motion RAOs – moored
device
Motions and mooring loads
Average operating condition
All-aligned environment

Zero
4m

Wind direction
- relative to
turbine shaft
axis
180deg

Mooring
layout

None

Wind
speed
(Model
Scale)
2.0m/s to
8.0m/s
Zero

Not applicable

Layout 1

Regular waves

Zero

Not applicable

Layout 1

JONSWAP spectrum
Gamma = 3.0
Alpha = 0.0157
Sigma1 = 0.07
Sigma2 = 0.09
ISSC spectrum
Tm = 15.0s

4.3m/s

180deg

Layout 1

6.0m/s

180deg

Layout 1

None

Zero

Not applicable

Layout 2

JONSWAP spectrum
Gamma = 3.0
Alpha = 0.0157
Sigma1 = 0.07
Sigma2 = 0.09
ISSC spectrum
Tm = 15.0s

4.3m/s

150deg

Layout 2

6.0m/s

150deg

Layout 2

Regular waves

Zero

Not applicable

Layout 2

Table 2.1: Test Conditions
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Layout 1

2.2 Tests
2.2.1 Test Schedule
The executed programme of work over the two week access period is detailed in Table 2.2 below.
Week 1
Day 1
19 Nov 18

Activity
Starfloat 1:36th scale model delivered to the test facility (breadth 1400mm, water
draught 1480mm, air draught 2780mm, mass 310kg). Oceanflow assembled the
model and fitted the ballast plates and the turbine tower.
The basin was drained and eyebolts were drilled and grouted into the tank bottom to
form the anchor fixing points.
An additional fixing on the basin bottom was provided at the Starfloat centre location
(Mooring Layout 1) for vertical haul-down in order to carry out the heave decay test.

Day 2
20 Nov 18

The 1.8m diameter 3 bladed fixed pitch wind turbine with hysteresis brake was fitted
to Starfloat’s mast and the brake system (which regulates the resistive torque on the
rotor using a variable power supply) was commissioned.
The moorings for Layouts 1 and 2 were installed into the basin with one end
connected to the anchor bolts and the other end buoyed off ready for hooking up to
Starfloat.
CCOB installed their 3 axis Qualisys motion recording instrumentation to the mast.
CCOB fitted load cells with a working range of up to 1.0kN to each of the chains on
the three chain catenary mooring system. The load cells were fitted at the mooring
chain ends where they connect to Starfloat. The load cells were connected to CCOB’s
data acquisition system.

Day 3
21 Nov 18

The wave basin was prepared for the tests by setting up the wind fan bank and by
adjusting the water depth to the desired level of 2.8 metres.
The Starfloat model was lifted into the basin and hooked up to its moorings while the
instrumentation was commissioned, including the Qualisys motion recording system.
An above waterline video system was set up to record the experiments.

Day 4
22 Nov 18

TEST 1
The zero environment heave, pitch and roll excitation decay tests were carried out to
determine added mass and damping parameters of the tethered Starfloat. Tests were
initially carried out with the moorings disconnected and repeated with moorings
connected in Layout 1. In addition, a yaw decay test was carried out on the moored
device.
TEST 2
With the mooring lines attached as in Mooring Layout 1, regular wave tests to
determine first order motion Response Amplitude Operators (RAOs) for all six degrees
of freedom were conducted over a wave period range from 6 sec to 30 sec (full
scale). The wave height was generally set to be 4.0 metres (full scale) with the actual
value recorded for each wave set.

Day 5
23 Nov 18

TEST 3
With zero waves, the fan rating was varied from 10% to 60% in steps of 5% which
equated to wind speeds ranging from approximately 1m/s to 6m/s in steps of 0.5m/s.
The wind speed was measured using the ultrasonic anemometer with the rotor
stationary. At each wind speed the resistive torque on the generator shaft was
adjusted to find the optimum load setting such that the rotor was operating near the
optimum tip speed ratio (TSR).
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Week 2
Day 6
26 Nov 18

Activity
TEST 4
Recorded the motions and mooring loads under average operating conditions, as
defined in Table 1, with Starfloat hooked-up to mooring layout 1. The test runs were
for 30 minutes duration which is equivalent to 3 hours at full scale. Test were run with
the turbine at optimum TSR and again with the turbine free running without load
which represents the maximum rotor drag condition.
TEST 5
This is a repeat of Test 4 only with survival wind and wave conditions as defined in
Table 1. The test runs were carried both with the turbine loaded for optimum TSR and
with the turbine free running for maximum drag.

Day 7
27 Nov 18

The Starfloat model was repositioned in the basin hooked up to mooring layout 2.
Calibration of the mooring stiffness was carried out by tensioning Mooring Line A and
measuring the model excursions.
TEST 6
Pitch, roll and yaw excitation decay tests were carried out with the moorings
connected in layout 2.

Day 8
28 Nov 18

TEST 7
Recorded the motions and mooring loads under average operating conditions, as
defined in Table 1, with Starfloat hooked-up to mooring layout 2. The test runs were
for 30 minutes duration which is equivalent to 3 hours at full scale. Test were run with
the turbine at optimum TSR and again with the turbine free running without load
which represents the maximum rotor drag condition.

Day 8
28 Nov 18

TEST 8
This is a repeat of Test 7 only with survival wind and wave conditions as defined in
Table 1. The test runs were carried with the turbine free running for maximum drag.

Day 9
29 Nov 18

TEST 9
With the mooring lines attached as in Mooring Layout 2, regular wave tests to
determine first order motion Response Amplitude Operators (RAOs) for all six degrees
of freedom were conducted over a wave period range from 6 sec to 30 sec (full
scale). The wave height was generally set to be 4.0 metres (full scale) with the actual
value recorded for each wave set.

Day 10
30 Nov 18

The model was recovered from the basin, disassembled and packaged for shipping.
Data transfer was carried out from the Facility to the User Group representative.

Table 2.2: Schedule of Tests

2.3 Results
The results from Test 1, the calibration of Starfloat’s heel angle induced by the rotor drag under increasing wind
speeds, is shown in Figure 2.2. The test results are shown with the rotor loaded by the hysteresis brake to
achieve optimum TSR and with the rotor free to rotate at its maximum unloaded speed, the later operation
providing the greatest drag force.
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Figurre 2.2 – Sta
tarfloat hee
el angle un
nder stead wind
w
condi
ditions

Testt 2 and 6 invvestigated th
he motion decay characcteristics of Starfloat
S
witth and withoout the moorings attached.
For example, Figure 2.3 sho
ows the hea
ave decay off the unrestrrained and moored
m
deviice. The difference in
mersion is du
ue to the han
ng-off weigh
ht of the mo
oorings when
n attached to
t the floatinng body. The data from
imm
thesse tests will allow the ad
dded mass and
a damping
g values in the
t numerica
al models too be adjusted to achieve
e
corrrelation with the physica
al model. Th
he vertical axxis is the height of Starffloat’s centree of gravity above the
botttom of the b
basin in 2800
0mm water depth.

Fig
igure 2.3 – Compariso
son of heav
ve decay ch
haracteristi
tics
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Testt 3 and 9 invvestigated th
he first orde
er motion RA
AOs with the
e device atta
ached to its moorings. Two
T
differen
nt
moo
oring layoutss were invesstigated. Figure 2.4 com
mpares the Pitch
P
RAO for the two diffferent moo
oring solution
ns.

Fiigure 2.4 – Pitch RAO
O compariso
son
The extent to w
which the energy distribu
ution (Sω) in
n the sea sp
pectrum overlaps the pittch response
e is a good
indiccation of how suitable the device is for a particcular deploym
ment area. Figures
F
2.5 sshows the average
a
operating JONS
SWAP sea sta
ate for the northern
n
Norrth Sea area
a. Figure 2.6
6 shows the Bretschneid
der survival sea
s
e for the sam
me sea area
a. It is advan
ntageous thaat the peak pitch respon
nse is at a ssignificantly longer perio
od
state
than
n the operattional and su
urvival sea states
s
as exccessive pitch
h motion would increasee structural loadings
l
on the
turb
bine and dim
minish its pow
wer production perform ance.

Figurre 2.5 – Pittch responsse w.r.t. av
verage ope
erating sea
a state
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Figure 2.6
6 – Pitch re
esponse w.r.t. surviva
al sea statee

milar outcom
me is true fo
or the heave
e motion in tthat the peak heave response periood is well rem
moved from the
A sim
peak
k energy excciting period
d in the worsst case survvival storm condition
c
(se
ee Figure 2.77).

F
Figure
2.7 – Heave re
esponse w.r.t.
w
surviva
val sea state
te
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2.4
4 Analysiis & Concclusions
At the high
her wind speeds of in
nterest (4.0
0m/s to 6.2
25m/s) the achieved T
TSRs just before
b
stall was
approximate
ely 4.0 which correlated
d well to thee expected value for a th
hree bladed turbine.
In free runn
ning mode with
w
no load
d on the braake the drag
g (negative thrust) geneerated by th
he rotor induced
heeling ang
gles close to
o the expectted values ffor the steady wind spe
eeds tested.. The heel angles
a
show
wn in
Figure 2.2 a
are with wind only, no waves.
w
The motion decay testss (Test 2) co
onfirmed thee natural perriods of heav
ve, pitch, rooll and yaw motion.
m
The yaw
nced by the mooring so
olution. The natural periiods for heaave and pitch (motion in
n the
natural period is influen
he tests are::
axis of the tturbine) derived from th
Heavve
Pitch
h

Freee Floating
20
0.5 sec
21
1.6 sec

Moo
oring Layout 1
20.2 sec
21.1 sec

Table 2.3
3 – Measure
ed natural heave and
d pitch perio
iods
As expected
d the motion
ns are slightly stiffer witth the mooriings attache
ed. Howeverr, an unexpe
ected result from
Test 3 was that the pe
eak heave re
esponse with
h mooring la
ayout 2 occurs in 25.5 second wav
ves which is at a
significantlyy longer periiod than the
e heave decaay test natu
ural frequenc
cy of 20.5 seeconds and the RAO re
esults
for mooring
g layout 1 (F
Figure 2.8). Further
F
inveestigation of the data set will be carrried out to verify
v
and cllarify
this finding.

Figure
e 2.8 – Com
mparison of Heave RA
AO for Moo
oring Layou
uts 1 and 2
Tests 4 and
d 5 provided
d motion re
esponses an
nd mooring tensions for the devicee over a 3 hour (full sccale)
operating p
period in irre
egular seas with consta nt wind spe
eed. While the mean m
mooring tension on the most
m
heavily load
ded mooring
g line was similar
s
to nu
umerical pre
edictions, th
he peak moooring loads measured were
w
significantlyy lower, possibly due to
o the greateer damping in the physiical model w
which elimin
nated the sn
natch
loads prediccted by the numerical model.
m
This good resultt from the physical moddel tests will be investig
gated
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in more dettail but initially is a verry positive ffinding. As expected, peak
p
moorin g tensions in the upstrream
mooring line
e coincide with
w peak surrge excursio
ons in the direction of wave
w
travel ( Figure 2.9).

Figure 2.9
9 – Time se
eries of Surrge and Mo
ooring Tens
sion (Surviival Sea Sta
tate)
Further analysis needs to be carried
d out in ordeer to confirm
m that these
e positive ressults are ma
aintained wh
hen
a gust profile for the wiind loading is added.

3 Main Learniing Ou
utcome
es
3.1
1 Progress Made
3.1..1 Progre
ess Made: For
F This Usser-Group
p or Techno
ology
The tests carrie
ed out at the
e Cantabria – Coastal & Ocean Basin (CCOB) achieved thee following outcomes
o
for the
d for the devvelopment of Starfloat flloating offsh
hore wind te
echnology.
User Group and


The insttrumentation of the 1:3
36th scale m
model of a 6MW
6
Starfloa
at confirmedd that coupling a rotor to a
hysteressis brake is a viable way
y to represeent an active
e turbine. Th
he voltage coontrol modu
ule that pow
wered
the hystteresis brakke allowed a resistive to
orque to be applied to the
t rotor shhaft so that it could ope
erate
close to
o its optimum
m tip speed ratio (TSR) . The inertia
a in the roto
or ensured tthat variation in the induced
wind sp
peed due to platform motion
m
induceed velocity componentss did not takke the turbiine into the stall
region.



nown if the upstream
u
tu
urbine (rotorr in front of the mast) would
w
Prior to carrying out the tests itt was not kn
ng into the wind with the propossed 3-point catenary m
mooring solu
ution. The tests
remain stable facin
ed that the turbine doe
es remain alligned into the
t wind ev
ven at the h ighest survival wind speeds
confirme
and thatt the moorin
ng arrangem
ment is thereefore a viable solution fo
or full scale deploymentt.
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The motion decay tests (Test 2) confirmed the natural periods of heave, pitch, roll and yaw motion for
correlation to the numerical model. The measured values will allow the axial and rotational damping
coefficients that achieve good correlation to model experiments to be derived.



The yaw natural period is influenced by the mooring solution and the CCOB tests allowed the User Group
to evaluate two different mooring attachment solutions namely direct attachment and bridle attachment.



The measured first order motion response amplitude operators (RAOs) confirmed that the Starfloat
geometry has the desired long natural periods, i.e. 20.2 seconds for heave and 21.5 seconds for pitch
and roll. These natural periods are well removed from exciting wave periods for operating and survival
conditions in the North Sea and Mediterranean Sea. The good correlation of the measured values with
numerical predictions allows the User Group to have confidence in being able to adjust Starfloat’s
geometry to achieve similar good motion characteristics in regions of longer wave length such as the
Atlantic and Pacific oceans.



Tests 4 and 5 provided motion responses and mooring tensions for the device over a 3 hour (full scale)
operating period in irregular seas with constant wind speed. While the mean mooring tension on the
most heavily loaded mooring line was similar to numerical predictions, the peak mooring loads measured
were significantly lower probably due to the greater damping in the physical model which eliminated the
snatch loads predicted by the numerical model. Further analysis needs to be carried out in order to
confirm that these positive results are maintained when a gust profile for the wind loading is added.



Tests 6, 7 and 8 were a repeat of Tests 3, 4 and 5 but with the device offering an asymmetric profile to
the attacking waves. This resulted in an increase in yaw motion at short wave lengths. The adoption of a
bridle mooring attachment helped reduce this motion.



Varying the load on the turbine using the hysteresis brake allowed the rotor to pass through a range of
operating speeds. Certain speeds led to vibration excitation of the mast which transmitted into the
floating platform. While the model experienced no vibration at either the optimum TSR or at the
runaway (no load) condition, the possibility of the active turbine exciting the structure at one or more of
its nodal periods will require further investigation.

3.1.2 Progress Made: For Marine Renewable Energy Industry
The 1:36th scale tests carried out on a 6MW Starfloat floating platform with active turbine provided the User
Group with key learnings in the field of floating offshore wind. The key learnings were:


Physical model tests carried out at a significant scale are an essential tool for validating a floating wind
turbine’s motion characteristics and mooring loads. Only by correlating results from physical trials to
numerical predictions can confidence be obtained in the use of analytical tools for future wind farm
applications.



The use of a hysteresis brake coupled to a fixed pitch rotor is a viable low cost way of representing an
active turbine mounted on a floating platform.



The Starfloat multifloat-spar solution (a shortened spar surrounded by multiple flotation cans) is a viable
solution for floating wind and will allow spar technology to be deployed in shallower water depths which
in turn will reduce deployment cost (cheaper moorings, cheaper grid tie back cabling) and therefore
accelerate the deployment of deep-water wind.

The work undertaken at CCOB facility takes the Starfloat™ deep-water wind turbine concept to TRL 3 / 4
(see Table in Section 6 - Appendix 6.1)
Considerable data was acquired over the two week access period and this will feed into a 6 month analysis
programme of work to be undertaken by the User Group. The end result will be the validation of a detailed
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numerical model that will allow Starfloat performance to be assessed at any physical scale or rated output
when deployed in any site specific environment.

3.2 Key Lessons Learned
Key lessons learned in planning, commissioning and executing the large scale model testing of the Starfloat™
floating wind turbine are listed below.


The effort required in the design of a representative scale model prototype is not to be underestimated
as achieving the correct geometry and mass distribution while integrating the required mechanical,
electrical and instrumentation components is a complex process.



It is preferable to size the model for the selected test facility but in the case of the User Group the scale
of the model was already set from a previous project. The main structure of the model was procured
and assembled so the User Group was fortunate to gain access to a first class Research Facility that
could test the unit in the correct scale environment, i.e. at the required water depth, wave height and
wind speed.



Thorough testing of the machinery and instrumentation prior to the access period is very important as
time is limited and there is little opportunity to make changes during the access period. Avoiding any
activity that eats into experimental time is preferable.



It is beneficial to be able to make adjustment to the weight and centre on the floating model once it is
first deployed in the test tank. In the case of Starfloat a spare ballast plate was made use of to adjust
the operating draught. It would have been preferable if the model had been weighed before the trials
but no such option for the 0.3 tonne model existed at the User Group’s workshop.



When planning the tests it is preferable not to have to change the set-up once the model is deployed as
the disconnection and reconnection of instrumentation is a potential cause of problems in a splash
environment.



Starfloat trials involved testing two different mooring layouts with identical mooring lines but varied
device orientations to the environment. A decision was made to procure duplicate mooring systems so
that both mooring layouts could be deployed at the outset and change over from layout one to layout
two could be effected without the need to drain the test basin.



It is important that there is sufficient “float” in the test schedule to allow for the insertion of additional
tests in order to investigate specific aspects of the model responses that are deemed worthy of further
investigation.

4 Further Information
4.1 Scientific Publications
The User Group (Ocean Flow Energy plus the University of the Algarve) has one paper in the process of being
drafted titled “Starfloat™, a New Multifloat Spar Platform for Offshore Wind” and one or more papers that are
planned to be published based on the results of the MaRINET2 tests.

4.2 Website & Social Media
Website: http://www.oceanflowenergy.com/Starfloat-Technology.html
YouTube Link: https://www.youtube.com/user/oceanflowenergy
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6 Appendices
6.1 Stage Development Summary Table
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6.2 S
Starfloat™
™ Multiflo
oat-Spar Turbine Support Platform
m
Starfloat™ incorporrates Ocean
nflow's know
wledge of lo
ow motion semi-subme
s
erged platforms and
low costt steel consttruction metthods to de liver an eco
onomic soluttion for the exploitation of deep
water offshore wind
d. Starfloat™
™ is a very ccompact and low cost floating
f
founndation offe
ering real
ements in the levelised cost
c
of electtricity (LCOE
E) from deep
p water offshhore wind fa
arms.
improve
Starfloat™ achievess the high sttability levells needed to
o support large rated ouutput horizo
ontal axis
novative "Mu
ultifloat-spa r" platform design that combines a ballasted spar
s
with
turbiness with its inn
a suppo
orting multiffloat semi-su
ubmerged b
buoyancy collar. This alllows Starfloa
oat™ to be deployed
d
in water depths tha
at are too shallow
s
for mono-spar solutions. The
T compactt multifloat flotation
as a much lo
ower overall breadth th
han the equiivalent semi-submergedd floating fou
undation
collar ha
solution
n thus allowing it to be fabricated
f
att standard shipbuilding drydocks.
d

Figu
ure 1 – Mainn componen
nts of Starflo
oat™
The sim
mple low cosst structural elements o
of Starfloat™
™ are design
ned for easee of fabrication and
involve a patent pro
otected (Pattent GB2538
8329) assem
mbly strategy
y that takes cost and rissk out of
mmissioning of the co
omplete floa
ating wind turbine. Sttarfloat™ embodies
e
the buiild and com
ow's expertise in the de
evelopment of low mottion semi-submerged plaatforms teth
hered by
Oceanflo
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simple low cost chain catenary mooring systems. The Starfloat™ solution is designed to meet the
following requirements:


Deployment in any water depths greater than 60 metres



Scalable solution that can support turbines up to 20MW (future generation XXL turbines)



Survive extreme storm conditions (Vmax 200km/hr)



LCOE competitive with inshore wind



Multiple potential fabrication sites to drive down costs



Avoids the need for offshore assembly (high cost / risk)



One solution that can address worldwide markets

Key advantages of the Starfloat™ solution are:
CAPEX cost savings


Simple compact low cost structure for shipyard production line fabrication



Standardised solution for a specified rated output for any wind farm sites



Low cost assembly of complete system at inshore construction sites



Cheaper and less weather dependent installation at offshore wind farm (no DP heavy lift
vessel required)



Lower offshore contractor insurance risk

OPEX cost savings


Disconnected from moorings for returned to assembly base if major maintenance (blade
replacement, gearbox change out) is ever required
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